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NOTES ON THE THEORY OF INDUCED POLARIZATION 

AND THE METHOD OF FIELD OPERATION
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Induced Polarization as a geophysical measurement refers 

to the blocking action or polarization of metallic or electronic 

conductors in a medium of ionic solution conduction.

This electro-chemical phenomenon occurs wherever 

electrical current is passed through an area which contains metallic 

minerals such as base metal sulphides. Normally, when current is 

passed through the ground, as in resistivity measurements, all of the 

conduction takes place through ions present in the water content of the 

rock, or soil, i.e. by ionic conduction. This is because almost all 

minerals have a much higher specific resistivity than ground water. 

The group of minerals commonly described as "metallic", however, 

have specific resistivities much lower than ground waters. The 

induced polarization effect takes place at those interfaces where the 

mode of conduction changes from ionic in the solutions filling the 

interstices of the rock to electronic in the metallic minerals present 

in the rock.

The blocking action or induced polarization mentioned 

above, which depends upon the chemical energies necessary to allow 

the ions to give up or receive electrons from the metallic surface, 

increases with the time that a d. c. current is allowed to flow through
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the rock; i. e. as ions pile up against the metallic interface the 

resistance to current flow increases. Eventually, there is enough 

polarization in the form of excess ions at the interfaces to effectively 

stop all current flow through the metallic particle. This polarization 

takes place at each of the infinite number of solution-metal interfaces 

in a mineralized rock.

When the d. c. voltage used to create this d, c. current 

flow is cut off, the Coulomb forces between the charged ions forming 

the polarization cause them to return to their normal position. This 

movement of charge creates a small current flow which can be 

measured on the surface of the ground as a decaying potential difference.

From an alternate viewpoint it can be seen that if the 

direction of the current through the system is reversed repeatedly 

before the polarization occurs, the effective resistivity of the system 

as a whole will change as the frequency of the switching is changed. 

This is a consequence of the fact that the amount of current flowing 

through each metallic interface depends upon the length of time that 

current has been passing through it in one direction.

; ;, The values of the "metal factor" or "M. F. " are a measure'\

of the amount of polarization present in the rpck mass being surveyed.

This parameter has been found to be very successful in mapping areas
\ , 

of sulphide mineralization, even those in which all other geophysical

methods have been unsuccessful. The induced polarization measurement 

is more sensitive to sulphide content than other electrical measurements



because it is much more dependent upon the sulphide content. As the 

sulphide content of a rock is increased, the "metal factor" of the rock 

increases much more rapidly than the resistivity decreases.

Because of this increased sensitivity, it is possible to 

locate and outline zones of less than lO^o sulphides that can't be 

located by E. M. Methods. The method has been successful in locating 

the disseminated "porphyry copper" type mineralization in the South 

western United States.

Measurements and experiments also indicate that it should 

be possible to locate most massive sulphide bodies at a greater depth 

with induced polarization than with E. M.

Since there is no I. P. effect from any conductor unless it 

is metallic, the method is useful in checking E. M. anomalies that are 

suspected of being due to water filled shear zones or other ionic 

conductors. There is also no effect from conductive overburden, which

frequently confuses E. M. results. It would appear from scale model

1 v N 
experiments and calculations that the apparent metal factors measured

\ 
overa-jtriineralized zone are larger if the material overlying the zone

t xV N,
is of tow Resistivity.

\ Apropos of this, it should be stated that the induced

polarization measurements indicate the total amount of metallic 

constituents in the rock. Thus all of the metallic minerals in the rock, 

sue as pyrite, as well as the ore minerals chalcopyrite, chalcocite, 

galia, etc. are responsible for the induced polarization effect. Some
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oxides such as magnetite, pyrolusite, chromite, and some forms of 

hematite also conduct by electrons and are metallic. All of the metallic 

minerals in the rock will contribute to the induced polarization effect 

measured on the surface.

In the field procedure, measurements on the surface are 

made in a way that allows the effects of lateral changes in the properties 

of the ground to be separated from the effects of vertical changes in the 

properties. Current is applied to the ground at two points a distance 

(X) apart. The potentials are measured at two other points (X) feet 

apart, in line with the current electrodes. The distance between the 

nearest current and potential electrodes is an integer number (N) times 

the basic distance (X).

The measurements are made along a surveyed line, with 

a constant distance (NX) between the nearest current and potential 

electrodes. In most surveys, several traverses are made with various 

values of (N); i. e. (N) : 1,2,3,4, etc. The kind of survey required

{detailed or reconnaissance) decides the number of values of (N) used,
v ,'''

In plotting the results, the values of the apparent resistivity 

and the apparent metal factor measured for each set of electrode 

positions are plotted at the intersection of grid lines, one from the 

center point of the current electrodes and the other from the center 

point of the potential electrodes. The resistivity values are plotted 

above the line and the metal factor values below. The lateral displace 

ment of a given value is determined by the location along .the survey

l



line of the center point between the current and potential electrodes, 

The distance of the value from the line is determined by the distance 

(NX) between the current and potential electrodes when the measure 

ment was made.

The separation between sender and receiver electrodes is 

only one factor which determines the depth to which the ground is being 

sampled in any particular measurement. These plots then, when 

contoured, are not section maps of the electrical properties of the 

ground under the survey line. The interpretation of the results from 

any given survey must be carried out using the combined experience 

gained from field, model and theoretical investigations. The position of 

the electrodes when anomalous values are measured must be used in the 

interpretation.

In the field procedure, the interval over which the potential 

differences are measured is the same as the interval over which the 

electrodes are moved after a series of potential readings has been made.

-bf th,e advantages of the induced polarization method is that the
 ;:: \ ."t\\- "'V' ,X" 

'same equipriient can be used for both detailed and reconnaissance surveys
''•'-, " :X ''

" A i
mef ely by changing the distance (X) over which the electrodes are moved 

each time. In the past, intervals have been used ranging from 100 feet

V ' A . '

to lOyO feet for (X). In each case, the decision as to the distance (X)

^ \ \'. -v- '-' 
and the values of (N) is largely determined by the expected size of the

mineral deposit being sought, the size of the expected anomaly and the 

speed with which it is desired to progress.
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The diagram in Figure l below demonstrates the method 

used in plotting the results. Each value of the apparent resistivity 

and the apparent "Metal factor" is plotted and identified by the position 

of the four electrodes when the measurement was made. It can be seen 

that the values measured for the larger values of (n) are plotted farther 

from the line indicating that the thickness of the layer of the earth that 

is being tested is greater than for the smaller values of (n); i. e. the 

depth of the measurement is increased.

METHOD USED IN PLOTTING DIPOLE-DIPOLE 
INDUCED POLARIZATION AND RESISTIVITY RESULTS

-nx- -*~-—x-

r
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1. INTRODUCTION

At the request of Mr. L. C. Phelan, coneultant to 

Yellowknife Bear Mine* Ltd,, an induced polarisation survey feat 

been carried out on the company's Mann Ridge property. The 

property is located in Milner Township, Montreal River Mining 

Division, Ontario.

The Mann Ridge property is described in the O. D, M. 

Annual Report (or 1 926. According to this report the important 

mineraliBation occurs along fractures whose principal directions 

are N-S or B*W. Previous test work in the Gowganda area has 

shown that the Induced Polarisation method responds to shallow, 

silver ̂ ch veins and that the best results are obtained by surveying 

along the strike of the vein. Consequently the traverses were laid

out to follow th* trace of known structures.
i i
\ The field surveying was carried out during July and 

August, 1963.
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2. P R E S EN T A TIO N pr R BS U L T S

The X.P. and resistivity results are shown on the following 

data plots which accompany this report. The results are plotted In 

the manner described in the notes preceding this report. An electrode 

separation of 50 feet was used for all ol the surveying.
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Drawing

Dwg. I.P, 2091-18 

Dwg. I,P. 2091*19

Enclosed with this report is Dwg. Misc. SOU, a plan map 

of the property at a scale of l" * 200 feet* The definite and possible 

induced polarleation anomalies are indicated by solid and broken bars 

respectively on this plan map as well as the data plots. These bars 

represent the surface projection of the anomalous cones as interpreted 

from the location of the transmitter and receiver electrodes when the 

anomalous values were measured.

Since the induced polarization measurement is essentially 

an averaging process, as are all potential methods, it is frequently 

difficult to exactly pinpoint the source of an anomaly. Certainly, no 

anomaly can be located with more accuracy than the spread length) i.e. 

when using 50* spreads the position of a narrow sulphide body can only 

be determined to lie between two stations SO 1 apart. In order to locate
',t

sotirces at some depth, larger spreads must be used, with a correspond*
Y. '^ s' '* 

\ ' /..

ing increase In the uncertainties of location. Therefore, while the 

center of the indicated anomaly probably corresponds fairly well with 

sourcet the length of the indicated anomaly along the line should not be

tak*n to repreeent the exact edges of the anomalous material.
\ l *", 

3. PISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Line J

There are no anomalous I.P. effects on Part A of this line.
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The reconnaissance data shows a definite anomaly near 

4,SS on this line. Detailed surveying indicated that the results may 

be due to two strong and shallow sources, which are centered at IS 

and 4. SS. The response ut 4,SS correlates with a complex of water 

pipes and a mine dump and is believed to be due to these materials. 

Ho pipes are recorded in the vicinity of IS but this anomaly may also 

be due to surface metallic structures. Surface examination should be 

made in the vicinity of IS to establish its relationship with any metallic 

installations.

An interesting response is centered at 8.IS on Line l* The 

I.P. effects are not quite strong enough to warrant its classification as 

a definite anomaly. However, it could be due to a shallow source lying 

parallel to line J but at some distance from it. Detailed surveying on 

a perpendicular travers* would be required to assess the importance of 

this indication.

There are several above-background metal factor values
\

between 14.5S and 15, SS that are considered to be of minor importance,, V-V . ' . -\ - - v, \ \ .
s V .'. '

at present.

Three possible anomalous zones ars shown on this line (hat 

could represent narrow, vertical sources lying sub-parallel to Line K.
••K, \ M : ,' ':

Detailed surveying on several perpendicular traverses should be con- 

side re d for the anomaly that extends from 2E to 4. SE,
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Line L

A possible anomalous son* has beta interpreted from tht 

metal factor values on the east end of this traverse* Because of the 

associated low resistivities and the small frequency effects of these 

observations, detailed surveying is recommended to firmly establish 

the existence of this interesting indication,

Line M

Above-background response extends from l .JW to JE on Line 

M. Although the I* P, effects are quite weak they indicate that metallic 

material could be quite widespread in this area. Part of this long 

response has been detailed by the north end of Line S which was planned 

to check anomalies on both Lines M and N. The detail data shows an 

increase in the I.I", effects as well as an increase in the metal factor 

values, where Line 3 crosses Line M near IE. The Mann 12 shaft is 

located near the baseline on Line M and additional work would appear 

to be warranted on these indications.

LineN

Possible anomalous rones are shown centered at l W and 

2E on this line.

The source of the anomaly at l W is either deep or to one 

side of the line. The results on detail Line i indicate that it is probably 

due to the side effects of the anomaly located between Lines M and N.
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Line3

The definite reeponee centered at 28 on thie detail line 

appears to represent a narrow, steeply dipping eource. A short drill 

hole, oriented along the traverse line, should be drilled to test this 

anomaly.

Line O

The weak response shown between IK and ).SE was not 

confirmed by the results on Line J and consequently is considered to 

be of minor importance.

LineP

There is a weak anomaly on this line that was not confirmed 

by Line J. It is also regarded ae a low priority indication.

Line R

A definite anomaly extends from 0. SE at least as far west

AS l W, The Mann f) Mine correlates with part of this response and
\ ', C \\

some of the effect B could be due to metal pipes or rails in the old workings.

Examination should be made of the area of the anomaly. If no cultural
"-. ' -. v ^
materials can be located, several short holes should be spotted to test

this anomaly which appears to parallel the traverse line. Detailed sur*', '''- -
vsying on several perpendicular traverses would be of value in planning

\ 
the Will tests.

Lines S and 2

Reconnaissance^ surveying on Line S revealed a long response
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th&t could have been due to a shallow, narrow source lying sub-parallel 

to the line. Detail surveying on Line B and Line 2 indicates that the 

source of the anomalous effects is quite shallow and may have dimensions 

of up to 100 feet in both the N*S and E-W directions. The indicated 

shape of the source is not typical of the o re-bear ing structures on the 

property, but the anomalies are strong enough to warrant detailed geo* 

logic examination and possibly several short test holes.

The weak response between l W and 2 W is considered to be 

of minor importance at present.

Lines T and U

AU of the anomalous response on these two linea is quite 

weak. However, the anomaly near the baseline on Line T appears to 

correlate with a similar response on Line U and these two anomalies 

should be checked by detailed surveying on a short N-S traverse.

Line Y
\

, A definite response was obtained on the east end of the 

reconnaissance data. The detail results indicate that the source is

shallow And could be due to a narrow, steeply-dipping structure located
\

near 7E.

i The Mann IS shaft lies about 100 feet north of 72 on Line Vi i"', -
; l " - i ^ ,
and appears to be associated with a N-S structure* The source of the

i 
I. P, anomaly may be the continuation of this structure, but additional

surveying would be required to test this hypothesis.
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H further surveying is not considered necessary, a short 

teat hole should be drilled along the traverse line to pass vertically 

below 7 E at a depth of 50 feet,

Line W

There is a moderate response on the west end of this 

traverse that extends SE to the western limit of the survey information. 

The I. P. results are quite complex and suggest the possibility of several 

separate sources. Detailed surveying would be desirable in this locality 

before recommendations are made for additional work.

Two weak indications are also shown on this line, but addi 

tional data would be required to determine their importance.

4. SUMMARY A N D R E C O M M EN D A T I O N S

A number of interesting I. P. anomalies were encountered

by the surveying.

Three of these appear to be due to narrow, steeply 'dipping
i

sources that are typical of the ore  bearing structures on the property.-' X:\.; '••'"•;,' ( , • ll'; i -"1
additional detail surveying would be useful in pinpointing the loca*

( '
tlon of the sources and establishing their sire and attitude* However, if 

this is not considered warranted the following test drilling is suggested.

LineA*  '•- One or two angle holes drilled along the traverse to intersect*"~* , .' K, - .,
\ " '- *- 

a souVc* that appears to cross the line at 2S.
' \ "\

ft -' The results near the baseline are similar to those obtained

from a narrow source paralleling the line. The anomaly may be due to
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metal pipes or rails from the Mann 13 shaft, but if examination indicates 

that this is not the case, several test holes should b* drilled either north 

or south to test this anomaly.

Line V - One or two angle holes drilled along the traverse to intersect 

a source that appears to cross the line at 7E,

A definite anomaly appears to He to the southwest of the inter* 

section of Lines S and 2. Available data indicates that the source is 

shallow and roughly equidimensional in plan* This is unlike the typical 

ore structures on the property, but the I*P. response is strong enough 

to warrant detailed geological examination of this locality and possibly 

several short test holes. Similar investigations should also be made 

in the vicinity of the intersection of Lines M and 2. The I.P* data in this 

area is also indicative of a shallow and possibly horizontal source*

The remaining anomalies are weaker but some of them could 

be caused by sub-parallel sources located to the side of the traverse* In 

order to check this possibility, a series of detailed traverses both parallel 

tind perpendicular to the original lines would be required at the following 

localities) 8.5S on Line J, 3E and 4E on Line K, SE on Line L, near the 

baseline of Lines T and U, and 2E, 8E and 14E on Line W,

, McPHAR GEOPHYSICS LIMITED

\ ''',

D. B. Sutherland, 
Geophysicist.

Dated: September 11,
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ABMRACt

tellowknife Bear Mines United holds options to 57 claims 

covering the Mann Ridge, Gowganda area, Ontario. During the summer 

of I960, a 300 foot grid of lines was out and the property was 

napped geologically. Maps at a scale of l inch to 200 feet are 

appended. For convenient reference a snail scale map is bound 

in the report.

The claims cover the east and south rims of a large basin 

in the Keweenawan diabase sill, and a parallel diabase mass believed 

to be a feeder dike. Six faults have been established or postulated. 

North-south folding or faulting has been suggested to explain certain 

irregularities*

A very large number of calcite and quartz veins were located, 

several carrying interesting amounts of silver, cobalt, niccolite etc. 

All silver occurrences of importance including the former Mann, Reeve 

Dobie, Boyd Gordon, and Bartlett mines are situated within a relatively 

narrow strip which for structural reasons is considered the most 

promising area for further exploration*

A recommended drilling program is outlined*
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BJXOHKNIfE BEAR HIKltS LIFTED

MANN MOPE PROPKRTT 

GOWQAKPA AKSA. ONTARIO.

Yellowknife Bear Mines United hold* option* to 57 claims covering the Mann 

Ridge, Gowganda Area. During the summer of I960 a geological napping program was 

carried out over these claims* Results are herewith summariied. 

* CCE3S.

The property consists of 57 contiguous claims numbered as follows t*

21698
21861
26311
26331
26488
26489

MR 28768 
28769

MR 30014 S
30015 ^
30076 S
30077 ^

26491
26536
26677
27452
27453
27454 
27891 
27^92
27996
27997
28598

29338 
29954^ 
29976 ^
29995 ^
29996 /
29997 ^
29998 '
29999 7, 
30000/
30001 ^
30002 /
30003 ^
30004 ^

30079^
30080 S
30081 /*
30082 ~
30083 S

30086 ^ 
300S7/
30088 ^
30089 X 
30094^
30159^ 
30160 X

The area encompassed is approximately 2,300 acres*

The claims are located in Milner Township, along the west side of Gowganda 

Lake and Milner Bay, about three miles southwest of Gowganda Townsit*.

A wagon road, the north part of which is passible by 4-whefel drive vohicXes 

extends from the Gowganda-flhiflingtree road down the full length of the property 

Alternatively the property is readily accessible from Gowganda by oano** 
WORft PERFOfliBD

A series of north-south baselines were out and chained the length of the 

property, and from these east-west picket lines were cut at 300 foot interval* 

A total of 60 miles of line were cut* Station* were established at 100 foot 

interval on all lines. Using this grid system ae control, outcropping geology
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was mapped* 

Plans were prepared on a scale of 1 ihch to 200 feet, showing observed 

geology, and interpretation. 

An enumeration of men employed and time expended is attached for assess 

ment purposes. 

GENERAL GEOLOGY

The Table of Formations, following Ontario Department of Mines Report 64, 

Part 5, ie ae follows t - 

KEWEENAWAN Quartz diabase dike
- Intrusive Contact - 

Quartz diabase sill and dike 
- Intrusive Contact-

HUHONIAN Lorrain Formation
- Arkose, quartzite, conglomerate - 
Unconformity 

Gowganda Formation 
- Conglomerate, greywacke, quartzite*

SiSDIMSNTS

On the accompanying map the sedimentary rocks have been segregated into 

age groups in Conformity with the grouping of the Ontario Department of Mines. In 

the limited area being mapped the Lorrain and Gowganda formations are nowhere in 

contact} also many of the Lorrain outcrops are identical to other Gowganda out 

crops in appearance. Consequently no distinction between the two groups could be 

made in the field. 

The Gowganda conglomerate i* distinctive, and quite apparently of glacial 

origin, being composed of angular to rounded granite and greenstone pebbles to 

large cobbles, in a fine-grained greywacke or slate matrix. As contrasted to 

this the Lorrain conglomerate seen consisted of small round quartzite pebbles in 

a sand matrix* 

Fine-grained greywacke and arkose, grey to pinkish in color is the most 

common sediment and was found in both age groups, as was fine quartzite of vary 

ing degrees of purity and grey white or pinkish in color* 

In E*ff^r*l bedding is course, and, with a few exceptions Indistinct*
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All intrusives noted were quartz diabase. There would appear to be two 

ages, one the typical Keewenawan diabase sill, the other a dike, demonstrated 

eleewhere to be younger than the till, though the two ware not found in contact 

on the property. The "sill" is in part a misnomer because much of the diabase 

found in the southeasterly part of the property is steep-dipping and cuts across 

the bedding of the sediments at a wide angle,

In the hand specimen the diabase appears to be composed entirely of 

feldspar and pyroxene in variable proportions, usually with pyroxene predominat 

ing. Small amounts of magnetite and minute amounts of quarts, were noted in 

some specimens. Occasional small aplitic or granophyre dikes were noted, and 

one broad area of pink granophyre was noted on the north shore of the small lake 

that is Claim #MR 19388. This latter segregation had no definite boundaries, 

but merely graded into normal diabase,

The diabase grain size varies from extremely fine up to a maxtauia of 

about 1/2 inch, with the great bulk in the 1/8 - lA *ncn rang** ?he 'i** 

material is limited to within a few inches of contacts with the very coarse 

material regularly distributed but in general confined to the lower third* It 

was not found possible consistently to relate grain size and distance from 

contacts*

With the exception of a consistent medium to fine grain-flee, the 

younger diabase dike is identical in appearance and composition to the sill, 

STRUCTURAL

The sediments have a general north-south strike and slight easterly dip, 

This attitude has been -disturbed i by intrusion of the diabase so that in the 

vicinity of the sediment-diabase contact strikes commonly parallel the contact 

and dips are occasionally quite steep or reversed,

The diabase body that extends northward along the east side of the 

property, from the south end up to a bout line 105 north, is steeply dipplngj
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where observed contacts dip 70-80OE, and cross the bedding at a wide angle} thus 

the intrusive is a dike* The main Mass of diabase is west-dipping, the only 

known exact measurement being in the underground workings of the Mann Mine where 

dip of the upper contact is 55O . This also is cross-cutting the sediments, but 

in general the attitude is sill-like. The east contact is nowhere exposed. It 

Is believed that the easterly portion is a feeder dike from which the main-sill- 

like mase spread out to the west. The two are joined at the south end and in the 

northerly part of the property, but are separated by Lorrain sediments in the 

central part of the property. These sediments are not underlain by diabase, as 

was confirmed by a hole drilled in 1935, east of the Bartlett Mine, which was 

collared in quartzite and went to a vertical depth of 964 feet without inter 

secting diabase*

The small sediment area in MR 19440 is believed to be a thin veneer 

overlying the diabase*

The sill outcropping on the property forms the east and south sides of 

an elongate basin, the west rim of which outcrops again about 1& miles further 

west.

Records of drilling around the South Bay Mine at the south end of the 

property indicate a vertical thickness of 300-360 feet of diabase. Since the 

holes are collared in diabase this does not represent total thickness, Under 

ground plans at the Mann Mine indicate the upper contact dips west at 60O. If 

upper and lower contacts are assumed to be parallel, and taking 1,000 feet, the 

minimum horizontal width in the vicinity, ae being representative, the sill would 

have a Minimum total thickness of 050 feet. The accuracy of this is questionable 

however, as will be evident below*

Six faults are fairly conclusively established and a great many more 

are believed to exist, most of which have relatively small displacement. These 

faults aret-

A northeast trending fault through the south end of Milner Lake. Strike
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ie 45 , dip is 650 K.W. Horizontal displacement is right-hand* Since the fault 

follows a pre-existing change in sill direction total displacement is not known*

(2) A north-striking fault found in the underground workings of the Mann 

Mine, Dip is 600 W, horizontal displacement 15-20 feet, lefthand, vertical 

displacement unknown. The fault lies within a very pronounced though somewhat 

sinuous topographic depression that extends for several thousand feet through 

the property.

(3) A northwest trending fault with left-hand displacement, east and north 

of Reeves Lake, Evidence is displacement in the diabase - sediment contact, and 

shearing on that contact, dipping 750K*

(4) An east-west fault or series of faults through MR 19440 and MR 26677* 

Evidence is abrupt termination of two sedimentary belts, a topographic depression 

onshore and in Gowganda Lake, and widespread shearing and fracturing in the 

vicinity of the depression* Displacement is probably largely Vertical.

(5 6 6) Two northwest-striking and vertically dipping faults noted in the adit 

on the east side of Dobie Lake. Each is a clean break filled vith l to ^inches 

of gouge. There is no definite evidence of displacement and it is believed to 

be slight,

there are undoubtedly a great many others, partioularly of the normal 

type, and with small displacement, but lack of good horison markers makes them 

difficult to recognise. Polished and slickensided surfaces are common in the 

diabase; the cliffs east of the Reeves Dobie Mine in particular show evidence 

of vertical movement, which ie substantiated to'some extent by the fact that 

known silver, cobalt, calcite, etc*, mineralisation is restricted entirely to 

the west side of the north-south draw forming the cliffs.

There is also evidence to suggest either a north-south fault or abrupt 

roll in the diabase east of Milner lake. From about 149 to 133 north the lower, 

east, contact, of the sill follows a straight and regular north-south line in a 

definite topographic depression. At 138 north the contact swings abruptly east,
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though the depression continues south. Prom 114 to 10? north this same depression 

marks the west contact of the small inlier of Gowganda sediments* If the line 

of depression is followed further south it forms the west shore of Reeves Lake 

and marks the line of cliffs described above, at which the Reeves-Dobie mineral 

ization halts. It is postulated that this depression and series of contacts is 

either a fault or an abrupt roll in the sill. For want of a better term it will 

be referred to ae the roll when discussed further below* 

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY

In the Gowganda area there are at present two producing silver mines - 

the Castle Trethewey and Siscoe, which are among the longest-lived silver mines 

in Cenada - and there have been at various times since the initial discovery in 

1908, a great many other producers, most of which were small, but some quite rich*

On the Mann Ridge, now held by Yellowknife Bear, there are two proper 

ties - the Mann and the Reeves-Dobie - each of which produced BO-100,000 os* 

silver end a multitude of others - the Bartlett, South Bay, Boyd Gordon etc*, ~ 

that yielded small quantities of silver* There are also many pits, trenches, 

etc. which are the subject to unconfirmed rumors concerning small rich silver 

shoots*

Mineralization is similar to that of the Cobalt Camp, with calcite 

veins carrying native silver and argentite, associated with cobalt, copper, nickel 

etc., sulfides and arsenides. Quarts, hematite, epidote, etc. are also common* 

The manner of occurrence differs from Cobalt area in that the silver-bearing 

veins occur almost entirely in shears and fractures in the Keweenawan diabase 

sill. Furthermore, while silver is reported from the bottom of the sill at the 

Bartlett and a few other locations, all production of importance, and most of 

the showings, are restricted to the upper part of the sill* Even the Castle 

and Siscoe, which go to considerable depths, follow the dipping upper contact 

down and rarely get 500 feet below it*

For description purposes the claims are divided into four groups,
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roughly corresponding to the four map sheets. From north to south there ares

(a) Hew^t, A^ea -including Milner Lake and all the ground lying north of

the fault through the south end of Milner Lakei-

Very little of significance was found in this area. Mineralisation is 

aparee and limited mainly to quarts and a few calcite veins* Three old shafts 

were found including the Hewitt, at 162 N, 3 E, and one sunk on the southwest 

striking younger diabase dike, A pit along the north side of the fault, at 

155N, 3E was sunk on shearing and calcite veins parallelling and probably related 

to it.

This portion of the Mann Ridge is considered to be of secondary importance,

(b) Mann Area - covering the area from the Milner Lake fault south to line 

90K and including the old Mann and Boyd Gordon Minesi- 

At the north end of the area circa H7N two shafts were found, the 

easterly one sunk on a fairly strong shear striking SO0 and carrying patchy cobalt 

and copper mineralization*

The dO acres or so of diabase outcrop from 1AON to 120N ie'literally 

dotted with shafts, pits and trenches, most of which are overgrown and filled in, 

but silver and cobalt mineralisation are abundantly exposed*

In the Boyd Gordon shaft and open cut strong shearing, gouge, and hori 

zontal slickeneiding were noted. Cobalt and native silver are evident and a 

picked sample of vein material assayed 6900 oz, Ag. Strike is 80O - SJO and dip 

vertical. On strike 200 feet eaet ia the Mann #2 shaft. Two other trenches in 

the immediate vicinity also carried visible silver* 300 feet further east on 

strike deeply weathered fractures were noted in diabase, but no secondary mineral** 

ization was seen. If this line of strike is promoted on eastward it coincides 

with the abrupt change in direction of the diabase-sediment contact, suggesting 

a fault or fold. There is no apparent displacement in the westerly contact*
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600 feet south are found the raain workings of the Mann Hine, including 

the 0 and 4 shafts and two or nore raises that broke through to surface. These 
workings are on a vein reportedly traced for 1,300 feet. There are 3 levels of 
80', 120, and 200 foot depth. All stoping was done on the upper two levels* 
Plans of underground workings suggest that the upper levels were on one vein, 
while the bottom level was driven parallel to but 20-30 feet north of the downward 
projection of this vein* Stoping shows a westerly plunge to the ore, roughly 
parallel to the upper sill contact. The upper two levels oross a north-south, 
west dipping fault described as being a crushed cone 4 f sot wide, and with a left 
hand horizontal displacement of 15 feet* 400 feet east of the moat easterly work 
ings, on strike and presumably on the same vein, there is a trench containing ft 
cobalt-and silver-bearing calcite vein from which was taken a sample assaying 
1500 oz.

Low to moderate silver values were also obtained in two other trenches 
lying between the Mann and Boyd Gordon.

The fault found in the underground workings of the Mann is narked by a 

pronounced topographic depression. All the above veins and showings, and others
O Alying to the west of the depression have a 75 - 90" strike* About 500 feet south 

of the 0 shaft, and east of the depression there are a series of north-striking 
veins, on one of which the #5 shaft is sunk. Cobalt occurs at intervals in the 
shaft vein and a grab sample ran 100 oz. Ag. 100 feet south a branching vein 

striking SO0 also carried cobalt and assayed 52 oz. Ag,
1,000 feet further south, in the vicinity of the postulated east-west 

fault, shearing and fracturing are oonraon. Two oobalt*bearing calcite veins were 

noted, in the vicinity of 111 N, BE. One of these strikes north, the other 800.

(3) Reeve Dobie Area, eectending from 90N to 40Ni- A group of northwest 

striking calcite-cobalt veins, the first noted with such an attitude, are found i; 
the general vicinity of, and more or less parallel^ the fault through the south 
end of Long Lake and extending southeast. These include one at87N, 22E, three
circa 82M, 22E, one of_____________._________________________
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which has heavy chalcopyrite and assayed 7*0 02. Ag* and one branching east-west* 
and south-east trending pair* The last of these cont&ine l to 4 inches of massive 
cobaltite and nicollitej grab samples contained no silver* The above are the 
only showings of any consequence east of the roll and north of the South Bay 
property,

Around the Reeve Dobie Hine there is also a profusion of showings,veinfl, 
and trenches. With few exceptions these are all north-striking* f he original 
Reeve Dobie showing is described as being the most spectacular in the Qowganda 
camp* The main shaft, two smaller shafts, and an adit are in the vicinity of 
38N, 16E. There are a series of open cuts immediately south of the shaft, and a 
very large one 600 feet south, which is over 300 feet long and estimated 50 to 
75 feet deep. This cut is said to be connected to the main shaft underground* 
The vertical range of the Reeve Dobie showings is Impressive, Vertical distance 
frora shaft to top of the open cut is estimated at 1900200 feet, while ere is 
reported f ran the 0)0 foot level underground*

As stated earlier there are many showings on the ridge extending south 
from the west and side of Reeve Lake. The valley along the east side of this 
ridge marks the easterly limit of all showings of significance and is the south 
ward projection of the roll described above* Similarily the ridge along the east 
side of Dobie take marks the westerly limit of exposures of interest* There are 
many trenches and pits, and numerous quarts veins further west, but calcite veins 
are few and nothing of apparent Importance was noted* 

(4) ftqutfr .fey. fopft,* covering that part of the property eouth of line 40N*
The Bartlett mine and workings straddle the west boundary of MR 27892. 

The li shaft goes to 300 foot level, it was sunk on ft high grade shoot only 25 
feet deep, but some further ore is reported to have been removed from a vein Just 
above the lower contact of the sill* Extending southwest from the vicinity of tht 
shaft there is a large open cut sunk on a strong oalcite-quartiz vein. The cut is 
300" X 10" X an estimated 30 feet deep and waterfiUed so the vein was not
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accessible. A, little leaf silver was noted in t he
Some 2,400 feet southeast, at 15N, 33E is the South Bay Shaft .and tiro 

smaller shafts* The South Bay shaft, dewatered in 19571 goes to a depth of 100 
foat. Assays of 4# to 220 02. over 2 to 4 inches are reported in the short JK) 1 
level. Values obtained on the 100 foot level were low to nil* The vein strikes 
east-west and dip steeply southward* Samples taken from this vein on eurfaoo 
carried 464 and 675 oz* and a high grade shoot is said to have been extracted*

The O'Brion shaft a short distance north ie 50 feet deep* A sample 
fro,} a narrow cobalt-calcite vein just west of the shaft carried 122 oa. Further 
south, on the lakeshore cobalt veins and stringers were noted in a granophyre 
zone* There carried only traces of silver.

300 fee t south at the east end of the lake is a strong north striking 
vein containing l to 3 inches of massive nioollite and cobaltite, and assaying 
0*7 oz. Ag. aaaUer similar veins were noted nearby**

1,000 feet east of the South Bay shaft, on the ehore of Gowganda Lake 
a small shaft and pit were sunk through the veneer of sediments into the diabase 
below. No significant mineralisation was noted on the dump.

AW
It is readily apparent that the bulk of the previous operations on Mann 

Ridge have not been successful* It is equally apparent that not all of the silver 

has been extracted from the Ridge, and with the demonstrated success of Castle* 

Siecoe, etc.i it would appear that further efforts are Justified.

It can be assumed that no prospecting crew today can, at reasonable 

expense, equal, let alone exceed surface prospecting done in the 1910*1920 eva, 

therefore two approaches are possible) one to devise a new and radical concept 

leading to areas not previously tested, the other to probe at depth into areas 

where silver is known to octet, in the expectation that new shoots can be found. 

The writer despite considerable study, can offer no revolutionary concept hence 

mist adopt the latter approach, which incidentally, has proved reasonably
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euceessful elsewhere in Gowganda and Cobalt*

From the amount of fracturing, extent of mineralisation, and structural 

irregularities, the area of most interest appears to be that bounded on the north 

by the Milner Lake fault, on the south by line 30N, on the west by the straight 

line marking the upper diabase contact and its southward projection, and on the 

east by the roll, fault, or other linear feature that marks in part the east con 

tact of the sill and the easterly limit of the Reeves Dobie and Bartlett mineral 

isation. This area of approximately 3&0 acres, or nine claims includes all 

significant discoveries made, with a few minor exceptions, and covers structural 

features that are suggested as being the control that localised this concentration

of silver*

Within this area there are a multitude of possible drilling targets and 

the problem is to be selective* The following Jftmr are chosen as offering the 

beet possibilities)
(1) The east-west Bone of shearing (and folding Y) about line 135N, in 

cluding the Boyd Gordon and Mann #2 shaft areas. It is considered that the down 

dip extension of this none beneath the sediments, and the area east of #2 shaft 

warrant testing. 1,000 to 1,500 feet of drilling are recommended,

(2) The east-west aone about line 130N, including the Mann #3 and #4 shaft 

workings. The westward rake of the mined-out ore shoots, the area east of #4 shafn 

and some parallel veins offer possibilities. 2,000 feet of drilling is recommend 

ed*
(3) The fractured area and faulted area around line 112-113N, including 

BOOM interesting cobalt veins. 1,000 feet of drilling is recommended.

(4) The high north-south ridge in which the Heeve Dobie workings are found. 

Long flat or gently dipping holes are suggested to be drilled from the valley 

east of the workings. 2,000 feet of drilling is considered warranted.

There are many other areas where some drilling would appear Justified, 

such as the vicinity of the northwest trending fault. The Bartlett Mine, etc..
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and undoubtedly more will appear as work progresses*

Respectfully submitted,

Toronto, Ontario, f Id QwPHELAN, M. A, Se,, P.Eng. , 
12 December, I960* i / Consulting Geologist,

1
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SUITE 1002 ' 80 RICHMOND ST. WEST 

TORONTO 1, ONTARIO

Ontario Department of Mines, 
Parliament Buildings, 
Queens Park, 
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